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Roofing
for Education
Schools, Colleges and Other Educational Institutions

Roofing for Education:
The Metrotile Benefits
• Rapid installation ensures tight school holiday
building deadlines can be met
• Metrotile offers double-thick .900mm tiles
to protect your educational building against
vandalism
• The Metrotile Photovoltaic System enables
your educational building roof to generate
energy
• Velux windows enables natural light to flow
through your building
• Improved insulation
• Highest possible external fire resistance rating
• 40 Year weatherproof guarantee
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• Expert technical support and NBS-based
specification service on hand
• Stunning aesthetics
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From our largest UK project to date, the Priory Academies at Lincoln (that incorporated a mixture of
newbuild and refurbishment work) to the partial refurb at Gorse Hill and the Science Block Photovoltaic
installation at Southport College, Metrotile Lightweight Roofing has proven to be a very popular choice
with roofing for education.
Rapid Installation
Metrotile’s inherent low weight – just one seventh of comparable traditional roof tiles – is the key to its many
benefits, allowing rapid rooftop installations that crucially reduce disruption to the classes going on beneath
them, or that can take place during short school holidays avoiding the classes altogether and ensuring tight
installation deadlines are met in time for the pupils’ return to school.
Unmatched Security
Unfortunately, vandalism has been know to be a menace to many a school property. Fortunately, Metrotile
offers an enhanced security option involving .900mm gauge tiles tested against high impact and heavy foot
traffic, eliminating the concern on roof top damage via vandalism.
Accessories
Metrotile is an authorised Velux dealer, so if you require an educational project roof with windows, we have
that covered. We also offer the Metrotille Photovoltaic System – as utilised by Southport College – so your
rooftop can generate energy to keep utility bills to a minimum. These are just two examples of the extensive
range of accessories Metrotile offers – your complete roof can be sourced from our Chippenham warehouse.
For further information, or a free no-obligation quotation, email us via sales@metrotile.co.uk or visit our
website at www.metrotile.co.uk and fill in our contact form. Alternatively, call us from 9am to 5pm Mon-Fri on
01249 658 514.
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